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For Immediate Release:

Milestone In Video King History

GLI Approves PokerNanza Linked, Multi-Site Version
OMAHA, NE – It’s a momentous occasion ... Video King is game, and trying its “hand” at
something new …
“Video King is pleased to announce it has received approval from GLI for its linked and
®
interactive, multi-site progressive version of PokerNanza, a Class II Bingo game,” according to
Phil Sherwood, the company’s Director, Class II Gaming.
“This is a significant milestone in Video King’s history, as this is the company’s first server-based,
Class II game offering. PokerNanza brings all of the excitement of a true Video Draw Poker game
in the form of a Class II Bingo game, which will be played on mobile, handheld Android tablets,
™
called the CHAMP-e, ” he said.
Setting the highest standards, GLI (Gaming Laboratories International) is a leading testing and
certification services company within the gaming industry, with more than 25 years in land-based,
lottery and iGaming testing, and trusted by regulators in more than 475 jurisdictions throughout
the world.
Game, A Winning Combination
“PokerNanza is unlike any other Class II Poker game that has ever been delivered to the market,
as it allows the players to actually utilize true skill in the playing of the Poker portion of the game,”
Sherwood said.
“Because of the mobile aspect of the tablets, casinos and players can choose where in the casino
that they want to play this awesome new game. The mobility element can lead to the games
being played in areas like bars, restaurants, Bingo rooms, player lounges, etc. – as designated by
the casino,” he added.
Virtual Jackpot, In Terms Of Gaming
PokerNanza is the “next big thing”’ in Class II and Charitable Gaming, according to Gary Loebig,
a gaming industry veteran, who designed Video King’s patented, new game.
“In the Class II market, there has never been a Class II Video Draw Poker Game with the look,
paytable, and play action of a true Las Vegas Video Draw Poker game, until now,” he said.
“PokerNanza is a Class II game with all the attributes of a Class III game. It is Bingo, but looks,
plays and pays like a Class III Las Vegas Video Draw Poker game. Plus, it has huge
progressive jackpots – in the tens of thousands of dollars – in addition to the standard “Jacks or
Better” prize paytable and Bingo prize payouts,” he said.
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“And, it plays fast. Play of 300- to 500-plus hands per hour are achievable, depending on how
good the players are at making card-playing decisions,” he added.
Why’s This Such A Great Deal
“For many Class II facilities, the one big hole in the gaming options they offer their players has
been a true Class II Video Poker game. By this we mean, a Class II Video Draw Poker game that
has the look, paytable and play action of a Class III Las Vegas Video Draw Poker game,” Loebig
explained.
Not that they haven’t tried.
“There have been many attempts at creating a Non-Class III Video Draw Poker game, but they
have fallen short in their ability to attract Video Poker players – primarily because of their play
action and decision-making deficiencies. Meaning, players cannot change their Video Poker
cards to get a better hand. This is primarily evidenced by the players’ inability to throw away a
winning hand,” he said.
To attract players, the facility needs an authentic game.
“Like the players, the facility also wants a game with the capability that allows the player to throw
away a winning hand, but for a different reason. The reason is profitability.
“While good players like the opportunity to better their hand and to increase their chances of
winning a prize or a better prize, the house counts on players, who are not good players, players
who make mistakes and play sub-optimally, to increase the facility’s profits,” he explained.
“So, if a “Jacks Or Better” full-pay game is a 9/7 game, with a 97.5 percent theoretical payout,
then poor play lowers the actual payout substantially, maybe to an actual payout of 90 percent or
92 percent, or even less. This means the win for the house could increase from 2.5 percent to 8
percent or 10 percent or even more, equivalent to the win from some spinning reel games,” he
added.
All In … There’s Even More …
“We also look forward to expanding our future game content utilizing the combined server-based
system and mobile platforms,” Sherwood said, of plans for further options.
To learn more or arrange a web demo, please call Sherwood at (800) 635-9912, Ext. 6849, or email him at psherwood@vkge.com.
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Video King is among the world’s largest providers of electronic gaming systems, game
designs and bingo hall equipment. Reaching a global market, Video King’s entertainment
systems can be found aboard luxury cruise liners, throughout Indian Country and in
thousands of charitable, commercial and military establishments around the world.
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